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North Dakota – 10 plus years ago:

• “We don’t want all those groups, honey.”

• “We just go to make you feel better.”

• “We want to make lefsa and go to the high school games.”

Do people sometimes just get taken to groups? Engaged?

Is something better than nothing? Is this an institutional mindset?

Living life outside of groups. Groups aren’t 24/7 anyway…



Dispelling the myth that groups go first…

F679 Activities The facility must provide, based on 
the comprehensive assessment and care plan and the 
preferences of each resident, an ongoing program to 
support residents in their choice of activities, both 
facility-sponsored group and individual activities and 
independent activities, designed to meet the interests 
of and support the physical, mental, and psychosocial 
well-being of each resident, encouraging both 
independence and interaction in the community.



Courtesy The Chateau Assisted Living 
Residence Englewood, CO





Beware of confusing 
programs with real life

A Sage to the culture change 
movement

An original pioneer of the Pioneer 
Network

Carter Catlett Williams

2013 Convening Remarks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=1i0IOUqkR2E
(11 min.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1i0IOUqkR2E


• Now I was joining them and was emphatic to set myself 
apart. Society has done a number on us, even me a 
geriatric social worker of 40 years that a person with 
manifestations of aging is not a beautiful human being.

• The generations must find a way to share daily life.

• Elders need the stimulation of young people … to 
offer encouragement and sometimes words of 
caution.

• And elders need relationships with middle ages.

• Children and young people need firsthand contact with 
elders that old age is not a strange, foreign country to 
them.

• Educate yourselves and others about this new way of 
living b/c we belong together not in ghettos of old 
age or single age culture.



• What I see in the current culture is largely programmatic: a 
varied program of activities is offered, trips to restaurants, ice 
cream shops as well as places of historic interest, shopping trips 
and many in-house activities.

• With such a wealth of activities, what could be lacking? 

• What is lacking is real life. Real life is not found in 
programs. Real life is in the give and take of everyday life. 
Our living in the apartment or touring bus screens us off of 
everyday life. We’re turned in on ourselves. What is there to 
talk about other than times past or the faulty air conditioning?



• Beware of confusing programs with real life. 
Programs have their place but life in the wide 
world is not programmable. Life is filled with 
surprises, with hope as well as setbacks; with 
affirming as well as unsettling experiences. 

• As shapers and leaders of a new culture we must 
be very clear that the culture we are building 
does not rest on programs but on knowing each 
person, valuing what each person has to give and 
enabling each to give his/her contribution. Then 
we will be on the side of life. 



Fake or real? 
Woman with dementia: 
“I just folded those damn towels.”

What else is fake? 

near beer/mock tails

robotic animals

baby dolls

silk plants

pretend jobs Courtesy Colorado Lutheran Home Arvada, CO



When speaking in nursing homes Dr. Richard Taylor [who taught others what life was like 
living with dementia] likes to take time to visit some of the people who live there. One 
day he entered a dementia-specific living area and saw two women who would be 
described as having a moderate degree of cognitive disability. 

The women were busy with a pile of children’s clothes that lay on the table in front of 
them; they were folding the clothes and placing them into a laundry basket. Taylor 
introduced himself and engaged them with pleasant conversation. 

After a few minutes, he asked the women if the clothes belonged to children of staff 
members or if there was a childcare center in the building. One woman responded. 
“No, there are no children here.” 

Pressing on, Taylor ventured, “Perhaps these are donations for the poor?” The woman 
looked at her companion and said, “Should we tell him?” Her friend nodded. 

The woman turned back and said, ‘There are no children here. They bring us these 
clothes in a big pile, and we fold them and put them in the basket. Then they take 
them away somewhere, mess them up and bring them back, and we fold them again.” 

Taylor must have had a look of shock on his face; the other woman looked at him and 
hastened to add. “Yes, but it’s better than a sick in the eye.” He uses this story to 
implore nursing homes to give people something to do that is not simply “better 
than a sick in the eye.”  Al Power, Dementia Beyond Disease



Catalina Springs Memory Care 
Tucson, AZ Twitter@

Robotic cat

Real kittens fostered by 
people with dementia

Fake or real?

Infection control?



Courtesy Christopher House, 
Wheat Ridge, CO

Many Healthcare Many, LA
Animal House Club 
- Rescues dogs
- Dog Park in courtyard

Check out the doggy doors and a dog park!



While the robotic pet category has its champions, it also has its challengers.
“We believe live animals — be it dogs, cats, rabbits, chickens, turtles, guinea pigs — all offer an 
important part of ‘life’ that represents nurturing and normalcy and that does not go away even 
if you have memory problems,” says Kathy Greene, senior vice president of program services 
integration at Silverado Senior Living.
Silverado, dedicated to dementia care in its own assisted living communities and in individuals’ 
homes, has infused pet therapy into its services since the company was founded. Today, with 
more than 600 pets residing in Silverado’s 20 residential communities in seven states, the 
company is a strong advocate for pets as part of life — no matter our age or situation.
Greene explains that while robotic pets can offer a novelty in the beginning, over time, the 
spontaneity goes away. That’s because the owner has to engage the robot to respond versus a 
live animal who can innately and intuitively read a person’s emotions and give him or her a lick 
on the hand or set its head on a lap.
“A behavioral repertoire requires varied stimulation or it loses its benefit. It is the same with 
children who become bored of the same toy or adults with FitBits which, studies have shown, the 
average consumer uses for about a month and then the novelty wears off,” says Elizabeth 
Zelinski, director of the Center for Digital Aging at the University of Southern California.
NextAvenue Dec. 7, 2016 https://www.nextavenue.org/robotic-pets-good-real-pets/

https://www.silveradocare.com/
http://gero.usc.edu/major-programs-initiatives/research-service-initiatives/digital-aging/


Research Shows Differences
These insights are backed by a comprehensive study published this summer by Danish 
researchers who compared a real dog to a Paro robotic pet and a toy animal. The researchers’ results 
show that in the first six weeks, participants responded and communicated most with the real dog 
and the robotic Paro, but over time, the probability and duration of talking to and about the animals 
remained constant only with the live dog.
Hal Herzog, a professor emeritus of psychology at Western Carolina University, wrote in Psychology 
Today that many studies on animal-assisted interventions in nursing homes are methodologically 
weak and have produced inconsistent results. But he feels the Danish study was important in 
demonstrating the benefits of a real pet versus a robotic or toy pet.
Silverado has numerous anecdotal stories of its residents benefiting from the animals in its 
communities. A woman in its Texas community often attempted to rise and leave her wheelchair, 
putting her at risk for falls. After a cat was introduced to her, she sat quietly for hours stroking and 
brushing the animal in her lap. A Silverado resident in its Chicagoland community had high anxiety 
after every meal until she started having post-meal conversations with Michelangelo the turtle. 
(The residency manager had recently installed his own turtle tank near the dining room.) The staff has 
reported that when the woman starts to talk to the turtle, it swims over to her and seems to wave at 
her in recognition. 
NextAvenue Dec. 7, 2019 https://www.nextavenue.org/robotic-pets-good-real-pets/

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08927936.2015.1089011
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/animals-and-us/201602/therapy-dogs-or-robots-nursing-home-residents


“Artificial.” Dr. Al Power
Can increase confusion: 
“This baby isn’t 
breathing.” We need more babies.



The Power of Language to Create Culture

Institution-Speak

Activities/activity 

programming/recreation 

therapy. “Want to go to 

activities?”

Activities department

Activity 

calendar

Normal Language to consider

Avoid, use normal language

Call things  what they are.

Consider: events, opportunities, offerings

Any interest in checking out the coffee bar?

Community 

Life team

Community 

calendar

Ft. Collins Care Center

Ft. Collins, CO



Artifacts of Culture Change 2.0

pioneernetwork.net

• Resident-Directed Life

• Being Well Known

• Home Environment and 

Accommodation 

of Needs and Preferences

• Family and Community

• Team Member Engagement 

and Leadership



Please consider a research study



RAMPANT NORMALCY 

• Be a voice for real life

• Role model living real life with those you serve

• Challenge each other to move toward real/normal life

• Learn all you can about changing institutional culture

• Join the culture change movement 

• Become a Culture Change Advocate, and call yourself that

EDU-CATERING: Catering Education for 
Compliance and Culture Change 
carmen@edu-catering.com
www.edu-catering.com 303-981-7228
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